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In this way we developed a complete compact bipo.
lar transistor model for circuit simulation called MEX-
TRAM, that is in many respects superior to the E-M
and G-P models, especially in the high current ranges
of the .Fi and hps fall-off. In the next sections the major
components of the MEXTRAM model will be discussed
and typical examples will be given, also in comparison
to the E-M and G-P models.

2 Main currents and charges

The equivalent scheme of the model is given in fig. 1. .t1
and I,. are the forward and reverse currents, Qoo and Qo"
the stored charges in the base. Ir@o) and Q6"(ne) are
different functions of the minority carrier concentration
n6 in the base, iqiected from the emitter [3]. By making
use of the pra product for junctions and assuming charge
neutrality, this ne in turn, becomes a function of the
internal Vbrrr,

(oo + /vo)oo : n!"re(ff) (1)

In this way high injection is automatically incorporated.
,t, and Q56 are treated similarly: they are functions

of n6, which does not depend directly on V"rbr, but is
coupled to the injected minority carrier conlehtration
po in the collector epilayer:

(oo + Ne)u : (po + N"pi)po (z)

where ps depends on %162.

Abetract

A new compact bipolar transistor model, called MEXTRAM, for CACD
purposes is presented. It is not based on the charge control principle, but it
describes the main currents and charges separately in terms of bias dependent
minority carrier concentrations.

'Two features are stressed: a refined modeling of the collector epilayer phe-
nomena, including hot carrier effects, and the influence on the high-frequency
behaviour of splitting base and collector resistances and collector capacitance.

1 Introduction
In principle there are two lvays of modeling the be-
haviour of electron devices:

o computer simulation by solving numerically the
transport equations with approriate boundary con-
ditions

o by finding a compact set of analytical equations.

The last method is sometimes less accurate, but has
the great advantage of a fast numerical evaluation and
is therefore used in circuit simulators like SPICE and
PHIIPAC. For bipolar transistors there exist already
such compact models like the Ebers-Moll (E-M) model
and the Gummel-Poon (C-P) model It,Zl. Both make
use of the charge control principle, which says that a
stored charge Q is linearly proportional to it's related
current I (Q :, . I). The proportionality factor is the
carrier transit time.

Recently a set of compact model equations for the
bipolar transistor was published [3], that does not rely
on charge control relations. The main currents and
charges rrere formulated in that publication, but a com-
plete transistor model description was not given. We
will make up for this omission by putting forward two
other features:

o an extensive modeling of the phenomena in the
collector epilayer, including hot carrier effects,

r the splitting up of the collector capacitance ancl

base and collector series resistances.
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fie. 1 Equivalent circuit diagram for MEXTRAM

Forward and reverse base transit times, defined as:

dQr" , dQa"
rf _ dlr ano ,, : 

d,I,

are now automatically bias dependent.
A bias dependent Early effect is introduced by the

factor:

{1 a 8"=+ Q"' } (3)[-' Qrc J

where Q7s and Qr" are the depletion charges at the
emitter and collector sides respectively and Qao is the
equilibrium base charge. On Q, in fig. 1 are assembled

the charges Qa' Q16 and the charge storage in the emit-
ter Qr.

Base current components are added and the base

resistance is split into a constant part -R6. outside the
emitter and a bias dependent part .R6, under the emit-
ter.

3 Collector charging times

In MEXTRAM the total collector depletion capacitance
Ca, is split into an active transistor part c" . Cys \rtb
der the emitter and the remainder (1 - n") . Cr" in the
inactive region. Ca, depends on the internal voltage
Ve2brand, is modeled as given in [a]. The total collector
series resistance consists of a fixed part .R* in the buried
layer and a variable pari dVsrsrldI", which for low cur-
rents equals the epilayer resistance .Rr,. The collector
charging time is given by:

rc : (R,+ R,"*{)"r" ' dvt"'- "Q1"' t ffr'cr' (4)

Especially at high current levels and hot carrier be-
haviour in the epilayer, dVcpzf d,I" becomes large and

for shallow junctions (< O.ZSpm) r, may then equal the
emitter and base transit times.
In a typical shallow junction process we have e.g.

re : 18 ps.r rb : 2 ps. and r, : 10 ps. at the top of .F6.

4 Modeling the collector epilayer

In MEXTRAM the collector epilayer description is an
intrinsic part of the model and not treated as an extra
modular unit [5]. The internal collector base voltage
(Vrrbr\n fie. 1) is determined by the externally applied
voltage Va6 and the collector current .Ir:

v",b, : v"a - r" (n*. +f- #) (s)

Below the critical current for hot carrier behaviour Ih" :
e. N"p;.utim. Ar*, the voltage source.E, is a function of
V"rbr, in such a way that .8, - -Voc (diffusion voltage)
for reverse biased junctions and at forward bias (fig. 2a):

E"Nikr('--la exp {q(vrrU, + vDd lkrl1 (6)

An internally forward biased collector (Vcrb, < 0) also
gives rise to injection into the collector epilayer with a
charge storage Q"p;. We then have [4]:

f
Q"p;: lJro.nodr (7)

and

2pr: *lnpo _ hurru, (8)

For 1; ) In, we will have hot carriers in the epilayer,
which will cause an extra voltage drop, modeled as an

increase A,E" in the voltage source .8, (see fig. 1). This
A,O, is a complicated function of Vcftraid -[, and is

shown in fig. 2b. The decrease of AE, at very high
current levels corresponds with an increasing saturation
and shrinking space charge region in the epilayer.

5 Some examples

The first example is a BIMOS bipolar npn transistor

[6]. The epilayer thickness between buried layer and

base is about 2 pm, with Nrr; rc 5 x 1915.--3. Fig. 3

gives Fr(Io,%a) for a 7 x 9pm emitter transistor. At the
maximum 4 the collector contribution is 10 ps to a total
delay of 50 ps, at 3 mA it is already 30 ps out of 75 ps.

So the collector delay and Rc-times are very important
here and the correct modeling of 4 fall-off cannot be

obtained with a simple collector representation as in
the G-P model (fig.3b).
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-|fr5, 2. a) The aoltage source E, as a function of
the applied uoltage Vrrbr. b) The ertra hot carrier
uoltage drop AE" as a-function of the normalized,
collector current.

Refined modeling of the saturation also gives a bet-
ter fit of the I"(V"r) characteristics at low collector volt-
ages (knee behaviour), see fie. 4.

Another example is that of a microwave transistor
with 14 emitter stripes (f AxO.ZSpm2), an epilayer thick-
ness of L.2p,m and an epilayer dope N"pi - 3 * 1916"*-3.
The -[r, : 35 mA in this case, causing a hot carrier
voltage drop in the epilayer, which means that a large
part of the useful I"(Vr") characteristics is governed by

fie. 3. a) The cut-off frequencV F, vs. I" for different
V"6 ualueo. Fully d,rawn lines are mod,el calculotions
with MEXTRAM, measured ualues are indicated by
tr , A and t.
b) As rn fig. 3a, but now for the G-P model.

quasi-saturation. Nevertheless MEXTRAM can model
this quite adequately, as shown in fig. 5.

To show the possibilities of the new model in a com-
plete circuit simulation we give the example of a ring-
oscillator with 11 ECL OR-gates and 1 NOR gate.
The measurements revealed an oscillating frequency of
84.7 MHz. We have done circuit simulations with MEX-
TRAM, G-P and E-M models. The results are given
in table 1. The transistors are used at their maxi-
mum 4, so quasi-saturation is not important here. The
ro.Cu product however is, and so is the bias dependence
of. C7, and the splitting up of base and collector resis-
tances. Table 1 also gives the CPU-times for a transient
run. The simplest model is also the fastest.

Gummel-Poon model

!

lc I
V"r = i.Volt

ta

V* = l.V olt

V* = O.V dl

tb' rif lir



Table 1

lrequency CPU-time (tel.)

measurement
Ebers-Moll
Gummel-Poon
Mextram model

84.7 }lIHz
56.5 MHz
92.5 MHz
84.4 MHz

1.

1.5

3

fie.  . Ir(V,") characteristics of the BIMOS transis'
tor as ln fig. 3.

fig. 5 I"(V"") characteristics of a microwaue transis-
tor withWepi : L.Zp,m and Nroa: 3 * 1015cm-3.

6 Conclusions
A new compact bipolar transistor model is presented.
Apart from a reformulation of the main currents and
charges, much attention has been paid to the correct
modeling of Cy, and the split up of that Cy6 and series
resistances 16 and rr. Moreover, the model incorporates
a better epilayer behaviour description, including hot
carrier behaviour.

All this results in an improved prediction of .Fr fall-
off, of the Ir(V"") characteristics at low V"" and in more
accurate circuit simulation results.
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